In [1] , Gref showed that if the space S is metrizable (which does not follow from the axioms indicated), which implies separability [5] , [7] , and no arc separates S, then many of the known separation theorems of plane topology can be established for the space S. His method of argument, however, is not valid in the present setting and indeed, many of the theorems he establishes are not true for the space here considered.
Extensive use is made of the results and terminology of [6] and [2] . The term "continuous curve " is to mean any connected, locally connected, closed point set, whether compact or not. A point E of a continuous curve M is an endpoint of M if and only if E is an endpoint of every arc in M containing E. If M is compact, this is equivalent to the definition in [8, p. 64] . THEOREM 
(Modified Torhorst Theorem). If U is a complementary domain of a Peano continuum M, there exists a Menger regular curve in M which is an irreducible continuum about the boundary of U.
Proof. Let ω denote a point of U and for each simple closed curve J in M, let Dj denote the interior of J with respect to ω; that is, let Dj denote the complementary domain of J not containing ω. If M contains no simple closed curve, the stated conclusion follows immediately from the fact that M is a Menger regular curve and thus is hereditarily locally connected [8, p. 99] . Let M' denote the set of all points of M not belonging to Dj for any simple closed curve J in M. Clearly, M' is a nonempty closed subset of the compact point set M. Suppose D is a proper domain with respect to M containing M' For each point X of M -D, there is a simple closed curve J in M such that Dj contains X. Since M -D is compact and Dj is open, there exists a finite collection iΓ of simple closed curves in M such that every point of M -D belongs to Dj for some simple closed curve J in K. It follows with the aid of Theorem 17, Chapter 3 of [6] , that there exists a finite disjoint collection L of simple domains covering M-D such that each of them is Dj for some simple closed curve J in M. If Dj belongs to L, it follows with the aid of Theorem 50, Chapter 1 of [6] Proof. By Theorem 1, there is a regular curve N lying in M which is an irreducible continuum about the boundary of the component U of S -M containing A. Let V denote the component of S -N containing B and N' a subcontinuum of JV irreducible about the boundary of V* If the regular curve N' contains no simple closed curve, it follows from Theorem 5 of [2] that N' contains an arc which separates A from B. If N' contains a simple closed curve J, it follows from Theorem 5 of [3] that J separates A from B.
It might at first appear that a similar argument would establish the stronger result that if U is a complementary domain of a Peano continuum M and A is a point of S -M -U, then the outer boundary of U with respect to A is an arc or a simple closed curve. However, this is not true. The set V of the argument above need not be a component of S -U. Proof. Suppose the endpoint E of S is a boundary point of the three complementary domains U l9 U 2 and U 3 of the Peano continuum M. It follows from Theorem 2 above and Theorems 10, 12 and 13 of [2] , that there is an arc A X E in M which is irreducible with respect to being an arc which separates ί7 x from U 2 and such that (1) 
THEOREM 5. If M is a Peano continuum and U is a component of S -M such that Bd{U) contains no endpoint of S, then Bd(U) is a Peano continuum.
Proof. There exists a regular curve N in M which is irreducible about the boundary of U. It suffices to show that N is a subset of the boundary of U. Suppose X is a point of N. If X is a boundary point of some component V of S -(N + U), then, since the boundary of V is a simple closed curve / by Theorems 2 and 3 above and Theorem 5 of [2] , X belongs to J and J lies in the boundary of U. Suppose X is not a boundary point of any component of S -(N + U). By an argument similar to that for Theorem 8 of [2] using Theorem 25 of [4] , it follows that no region is a subset of a compact regular curve. Thus, there exist components
of S ( N + U) such that X is a limit point of the sum of their boundaries e/i, */ 2 , e7 3 , , respectively. For each n, J n is a simple closed curve and hence is a subset of the boundary of U. Therefore, X is a boundary point of U.
COROLLARY. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5, if E is a component ofS -M other than U, then the outer boundary of U with respect to E is a simple closed curve.
Thus, Theorem 43, Chapter 4 of [6] remains true if Axiom 5 is replaced by the requirement that M contain no endpoint of S. THEOREM 
If U and V are complementary domains of the continuous curve M, E and F are points of M which are boundary points of both U and V and some arc from E to F in M separates U from V, then every arc from E to F in M separates U from V.
Proof. Suppose A and B are two arcs from E to F in M such that A separates U from V but B does not. It follows from Theorems 10, 12 and 13 of [2] that S -A has only two components and A is the boundary of each of them. Let U' and V denote these two components containing U and V, respectively. There is an arc CD not intersecting B such that C is in U and D is in V. Let G denote the collection of all components of A -A B which intersect CD. G is finite since it is a disjoint collection of domains with respect to A covering the compact closed set A'(CD). It follows from a slight modification of the argument for Theorem 110, Chapter 1 of [6] 
, s(L n X n R n ) and Z ly Z 2 -",Z n such that (1) for each i <; n, s(L<-XA) is an element of G containing the point Z iy (2) the interval XiZ { of CD does not interset any element of G distinct from s(LiXiRi), (3) CX γ -X x is a subset of U' and for each i < n, s(ZiX i+1 ) and
( There exists an arc POQ lying except for its endpoints in U f such that s(PQ) of siL^R,) contains CD-L^R^ Let Γ denote the complementary domain of POQX X P not containing E. Γ is a subset of U' and ii + I' + siPX.Q) is the interior i" with respect to E of J" = POQ + A FA + (Li-XΊΛi -PQ). The arc Z X X 2 contains the point ϋΓi of I" and the point X 2 of S -I". Hence, s(Z x X 2 ) contains a point of J". If C is such a point, then C is on s(POQ) and thus is in U'.
It follows that s(Z γ Xί} is a subset of U'.
An induction argument using a modification of the argument above shows that CD is a subset of U' + EF + I, + I 2 + + I n , so that D is not a point of V. This is a^contradiction. THEOREM 
// the Peano continuum M separates S and contains one of the complementary domains of each simple closed curve it contains, then every component ofS -M has an endpoint of S on its boundary.
Proof. Suppose U and V are components of S -M and JV is a regular curve which is an irreducible continuum about the boundary of U. By Theorem 2, N contains an arc or simple closed curve which separates U from V. Obviously, no simple closed curve in N has this property. It follows from Theorem 5 of [2] that N contains an endpoint of S, which by Theorem 3 is a boundary point of U.
The next result strengthens Theorem 21 of [2] . If the stipulation that M be a compact regular curve is replaced by the stipulation that M be a Peano continuum, the resulting conjecture is false. THEOREM 
If the compact regular curve M does not have infinitely many complementary domains but separates S, then there exist two components ofS -M with connected boundaries such that if U is one of them, the boundary of D is a simple closed curve or a subset of an arc.
Proof. The argument procedes by induction on n, the number of components of S -M. The case n = 2 follows easily with the aid of Theorems 12 and 13 of [2] and Theorem 2 above. Suppose the theorem is true for all integers n greater than 1 and less than k but is not true for n = k. Let the statement that the complementary domain U of the closed point set N has property P relative to N mean the boundary of U is connected and the boundary of Ό is a simple closed curve or a subset of an arc. Let M denote a compact regular curve such that S -M has only k components but does not have 2 components having property P relative to M. If some component of S -M has property P relative to M, let U denote it and if no such component exists, let U denote any component of S -M.
Suppose there is an endpoint E of S on the boundary of U. There is a component V of S -M -U whose boundary contains E and there is a subcontinuum N of M not containing E but containing the boundary of every component oί S -M other than U and V. Since no compact regular curve contains a region, S -N has only k -1 components and has no more than one component having property P relative to N. This is a contradiction.
Suppose there is no endpoint of S on the boundary of U. It follows with the aid of Theorems 1 and 2 that there exists a subcontinuum N of M which is irreducible with respect to being a continuum which separates each two components S -M from each other and which is the sum of a finite number of arcs and does not contain infinitely many simple closed curves. It follows from Theorem 5 of [2] and Theorems 1 and 3 above that N contains a simple closed curve J which lies in the boundary of U f , the component of S -N containing U. J contains a free segment T of N which does not intersect the boundaries of three components of S -N. T does intersect the boundaries of two components of S -N, since otherwise, N is not irreducible with respect to being a continuum which separates each two components of S -M from each other. Let N' = N -T. N' is a compact regular curve such that S -N' has only k -1 components but has no more than one component having property P relative to N'. This is a contradiction. Suppose the theorem is true for n < p and M is a Peano continuum satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem for n = p. Define M' as above and let J denote some simple closed curve in M'. (If M' contains no simple closed curve, Theorem 14 of [2] gives the desired result.) It follows that there exist two components U and V of S -M' separated from each other by J and a free segment T of M' in J which is a subset Bd(U)-Bd(V) and intersects the boundary of no other component of S -M'. M r -T is a Peano continuum containing no more than p -1 simple closed curves, only k endpoints of S and has no more than p + k complementary domains. Thus, S -M has no more than p + k + 1 components.
The next two theorems are very useful in constructing examples of spaces satisfying Axioms 0, 1-4 and having endpoints. The proof of the first theorem is similar to arguments given in [2] and will be omitted. Proof. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that F is not an endpoint of S. Since M is the sum of countably many closed sets, S -M is an inner limiting set. By Theorem 168, Chapter 1 of [6] , the subspace S -M satisfies Axioms 0 and 1. Clearly, S -M satisfies Axiom 2.
is a simple closed curve with complementary domains D and I, AEB is an arc on J, P is a point of J -AEB accessible from I, EF is an arc lying except for E in I and
Suppose S -M is not connected. Let U' and V denote components of S -M. U' and V contain components U and V, respectively, of S -(M + EF).
Each component of S -(M + EF) intersects A n B n -E n for infinitely many n. There exist positive integers k < i < j < m and points X ζ on A { Bi -E i9 Xj on A 3 Y 3 3 ) . It follows that ΐ -M-Γ is a connected subset of S -M intersecting both U r and V. This is a contradiction. Thus, S -M is connected.
Since S -M is connected, P is not a cut point of S -M. Suppose some point X is a cut point of S -Λf. There exists an arc XE" lying except for E' in S -M -EF such that E f is on ΐ/F but is not E n for any n. M + {XE f -E r ) has all the properties of M used in the above argument to show S -M is connected. Thus, SCl(M + XE f ) is connected. Hence, S -M has no cut point. Every arc in S -M containing E contains E n for sufficiently large n. For suppose EXQ is an arc in S -M. Let ZQ' denote an arc lying except for Z and Q' in S -M such that Z is on J -AEB and ZQ f is irreducible from / to EXQ. Let J^ denote the simple closed curve formed by the arc ZQ\ the interval QΈ of EXQ and the arc ZAE on J and let I A denote the interior of J A with respect to D. Let WO' denote an arc lying except for W and 0' in S -M such that W is on J -ZEB and PΓO' is irreducible from J to J^. Let J B denote the simple closed curve formed by the arc WO', the arc OΈ of J A not containing A and the arc EBW on J and let Jg denote the interior of J B with respect to D. I A and I B are mutually exclusive. It follows that I A + D + s(ZAE) is a domain containing AE7 -E and I* + D + sίίFBE') is a domain containing £# -E. Since the sequence ^i^, A 2 B 2 , converges to AEB and does not intersect D, it follows that for sufficiently large n, A n B n intersects both I A and I B . Hence, for sufficiently large n, A n B n intersects EXQ. Since EXQ is a subset of S -M, it follows that E n is eventually on EXQ. It follows E is an endpoint of S -M.
It remains to be shown that Axiom 4 is satisfied. Suppose T is a simple closed curve in S -M not containing P. There is a positive integer N such that T does not intersect EE N . Let JD Γ and I τ denote the interior and exterior, respectively, of T with respect to E. There is an arc C on T such that H= C plus all components of Cl(I T 'M) intersecting T is a compact dendron. It follows from Theorem 6 of [2] that I τ -HΊ T is connected. I τ , as a subspace of S, satisfies Axioms 0,1-4 by Theorem 23, Chapter 3 of [6] . In this subspace, each component of Cl{I τ M) intersecting T is a ray containing no endpoint of the subspace and, from the argument above, + A n B n ). T τ is a compact regular curve containing no endpoint of S and only two simple closed curves. Hence, it has at most three complementary domains by Theorem 9. D, I τ -D -H n and D τ -H n are three mutually separated sets whose sum is S -H n . Thus, these three sets are connected. In particular, I τ -D -H n is connected. It follows that the boundaries of U f and V intersect A n B n -E n for infinitely many n. A modified form of the argument in the second paragraph of this proof shows that a contradiction results. This completes the proof.
